NOTICE

EXAMINATIONS, EVALUATION AND PROMOTION

In view of the outbreak of COVID-19 pandemic, UGC, Government of Maharashtra and University of Mumbai have provided guidelines for Examinations, Evaluation and Promotion of Students.

Circular References


First-Year Regular students

( BA / B.Sc / Biotech/ Comp.Sci./ BMM/ Bioanalytical Sci. B.Voc )

- Semester II Examination will not be conducted for First-Year Regular Students.
- All the students of first year will be promoted to the second year.
- The results of the first-year students will consider 50% weightage to the internal evaluation of the second semester and the remaining 50% weightage based on performance in the previous semester. (Semester I)
• Internal Exam 50 % marks(Semester II) + Previous sem. 50% marks(Semester I) = Sem. II Result (For all First Year students)

• If a student fails in some of the courses under the above-mentioned marking system for the current/even semester, the student will appear for the 100 mark examination within 120 days after the college reopens.

• If a student is not satisfied with his/her marks obtained as per average (50-50%) and wishes to improve it, he/she can appear within 120 days after the college reopens.

• Students note that this promotion to the second year is only for the academic year (2019-2020) under the exceptional circumstances of Covid-19.

Second Year Regular Students


• Students will be promoted to the Third year.
• The total marks out of 100 will be calculated in two ways (60 mark end semester exam has been conducted before lockdown.)

(1) Internal 50% marks + Previous sem. 50% marks = Sem. IV Results as per

(50-50 % ) gradation formula .

( 2 ) Internal marks + Sem. IV ( after Assessment of papers marks ) = Sem IV Result .

• The “Best of the Two” marks thus calculated from 1 and 2 will be considered as the final marks for that course.
• If a student fails in any subject of the even semester(IV) due to average or previously obtained marks, he/she will have to appear for examination within 120 days after the college reopens.
• If a student is not satisfied with his/her marks obtained as per average (50-50%) then he/she can appear again for the examination for “improvement” within 120 days after the college reopens.
• Students having ATKT / Cross ATKT in previous years (i.e. Semester-I, Semester-II, or Semester-III) will also be promoted to Third Year . They required to clear the unsuccessful subject/s in the ATKT Examination within 120 days after the college reopens.
Third Year Regular Students

(T.Y.BA / B.Sc / Biotech/ Comp.Sci./ BMM / B.Sc Bioanalytical.Sci./ B.Voc)

Third-year Students, Official notification regarding examinations is awaited from Mumbai University.

Postgraduate Students

(MSc .Semester II and MSc Integrated Bioanalytical Sci. Sem.-VIII)

• Semester II Examination for M.Sc. Part I students will NOT be conducted.
• All the students of M.Sc. Part I will be promoted to M.Sc. Part II
• The results of the MSc. Part I students will be considering 50% weightage to the internal evaluation of the current year and the remaining 50% weightage based on performance in the previous semester.
• Internal Exam 50 % marks + Previous sem. 50% marks = \textbf{Sem. II Result}
• If a student fails in any subject of the even semester due to average or previous marks he/she has to appear for examination within 120 days after the college reopens.
• If a student is not satisfied with his/her marks obtained as per average (50-50%) and wishes to improve it, he/she can appear within 120 days after the college reopens. The unsuccessful students of Semester-I will have to appear for the said Semester-I ATKT examination within 120 days after the college reopens.

Postgraduate Students

(MSc .Semester IV and MSc Integrated Bioanalytical Sci. Sem. X)

Postgraduate, MSc \textbf{Sem. IV} and \textbf{Sem. X} Students Official notification regarding examinations is awaited from Mumbai University.

Notice: The College will update the details on the college website.

Please check the updates only through our college website.